
Session/Game:  Thranconia Blueholme 2         Date:  February 20, 2022
The Cat’s Back Episode 23:  Nothing but Vampires, but there’s always room for  
Pudding
Campaign Date:  April 3-11

Characters:
Mrow, feline, magic-user-7,  N  (Bob L.)
Shump, half-orc, cleric-fighter-4, L
Zerkwad, berserker, cleric-7,  L (Andrew S.)
Mongo Senior, ogre, fighter-5, N (Jason L)
Renly Faire, half-elf, cleric-thief-4, N (Quinton L.)
Mr. Giggles, gnoll, fighter-6, N (Pete Z.)

NPC’S
Chuggins, human, lackey-6, L (Party general dogsbody)
Cat Astrofee, feline, thief-3, N (henchman to Mr. Giggles)
 
Judge:  Dave N.
 
LOG
April 3, YOR 2022

After waiting 3 weeks while Mrow and others make potions and scrolls, the Cat Crew 
returned to Pits of Damnation, to level 4.  They investigated an empty room with a mural of a 
vampire-mermaid on one wall.  Giggles was suspicious.   They pass northward where 
Zerkward recruits 2 Giant Lizards (size L) with food and speak with animals.  They cross the 
hall and find a Vampire shrouded in darkness.   Zerkwad dispels the darkness, Mrow located 
the vampire and everybody, especially Shump, pound it into paste.

Renly found a secret chamber with a sealed sarcophagus.  They ignore the 
sarcophagus and Renly searches a series of chests and urns, collecting a lot of treasure.  
While they search a Black Pudding wanders by and attacks.  Mrow throws a cling fire onto 
himself, but the rest manage to burn the pudding to the ground.

They then decided to open the sarcophagus (of the Dark Elf Sorcerer Vampire Xortag).
Zerkwad turned him immediately, driving him off.  They prepared for it to return.  When it did, 
Mrow threw a fireball, which had no effect.  The rest smashed it hard, but didn’t kill it first off.  
It drained 2 levels from Mongo but was quickly cut to pieces and driven off in gaseous form.  
When it returned, they staked his body when it re-entered the cofffin.

On a quick trip to finish the level, Catastrofee was turned to stone by a Cockatrice.  
Giggles and Shump kill the monster quickly.  They all return to the surface.

April 4-11,  2022, Emporion
They all rest for a week.  Mongo regained one of his lost levels from experience levels 

from the take.  Giggles goes to Wanderians and pays 3500gp and the Pouch of the Lizardo so
that the wizards would return Cat Astrofee to fleshy form.  Mrow hires Bill Von Guardo as a 
henchman.  Shump hires Red Jim the Pirate.

 


